Details On Marina One Residences
Trying to find an area where one can start a family and at the same time
experience the best of both worlds? If that is what you would like then go
for thea Marina One Residences Set to be finished in 2020, this will be a
great famous construction that may be seen in Marina South region. You'll
find the place is within the new main area for International business and
fiscal routines present in Singapore. If you are seriously contemplating of
moving to Singapore for work and also leisure this is the perfect place
where you can do just that. It's not impossible for this kind of excellent
place to truly occur. The Marina Residences is actually a joint venture with M S PteLtd and also the
Temasek Holdings. Another development is called DUO Homes.
The Marina One is all about 2.75 hectares and is highly valued to be about $5.23 billion. It really is
perhaps among the up and coming high end homes in the area. It will have retail and offices on its
289000 sqm overall gross floor area. It really is ideal when you need to setup a brand new enterprise
which is close to your house as well as your customers as well.
It is definitely a strategic destination to be, in which it also becomes a
milestone along with other developments like the Marina Bay sands as well as
the Flyer within the high growth Marina South region. In summary the Marina
One is going to be a mixed use production, it's going to alot the 58% for the
offices. It will likely be made up of two storey blocks ready to use. The rest of
the 30% will be for the 39 storey residential blocks including the 1546 highclass non commercial units. The rest of the 6% goes to retail store spaces that
are linked with the office and also the residential units. Not too shabby right?
You're living your life and working all simultaneously.
As if those were not enough there is also entry to a retailer stage and the Heart, an excellent green
garden in the center of the 4 blocks. This can be the refuge of the residence, enjoy the environmentally
friendly civic place for the communities and non commercial populace to come and loosen up. Nearby
there's also two quaint recreational areas you could walk by when you are going running or simply
leisurely walking around. As if that was not enough the Marina One even offers four basement levels
plus an underground pedestrian multilevel plus an additional path multilevel.
Currently winning honours from the Asia Pacific Property Awards 2012 as Best High Rise Architecture,
Best Mixed use Architecture and Best Mixed Use Development you can be certain of the higher
expectations it may give you. It is really one of the most anticipated and most sought after residences in
Singapore. You wouldn't want to be left out right? Don't holdback and question Marina One, you might
just find what you're searching for in a fantastic location you are able to call home.

